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Hierarchical and decentralized organizational systeas
. .

are both based on the assumption that power exists in alimited
quantity to be divided up among those in the organization. Recent
research indicates, td the contrary, that when managers allcv their
subordinates greater influence in the organization, not oily does the

. job satisfaction and_morale of the subordinates increase, but the
subordinat-Cs are more responsive to the. managers' wishes and .

'requests. The manager thus gains control by giving control away.
-----1-.

Tests of these theories in the public schools have demonstrated their
'\

application to principals and teachers. In addition, the .satisfaction 4
of teachers with 'their principals has been shown to relate directly.
to the principals' manageri'al style. (Author/PGD)
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Managerial Control: A Middle Way
Modern managers, whether secondary school principals or

business executives, face a dilemma concerning the disposal of
their power They have probably been taught that hie,rarchical
control is important to efficient administration aed coordine-.
tion of effort On the other hand, they may also be aware that
decentralization of control and decision-Making can improve
employee motivation The perils of each are well known.
Hierarchical control can evolve into rigid authoritarianism, -
decentralization can degenerate to chaos. Which then does
the manager prefer? Or fear Most?

Some organizationaVcprists have suggested that the di-
lemma js not real; at least it accents tfie wrong perspective.
Despite their obvious philosophical dissimilarities, hierar'chi-

,, cal and decentralized systems both share a common assump-
tion about power Both assume that power is a limited entity
to be divided like apie among dinner guests. The more guests
admitted to the table, the smaller the portion for each

But does power actually exist irs fixed quantities, such that
one person's, gain in control must result in another person's

*loss? Arnold Tannenbaum and a number of other researchers
have questioried this truism of organizational life. Their re-
search points to a "middle way," as Tannenbaum describes it,
between rigid hierarchical control and chaotic decentralization.
Although most studies on variable levels of control have beer
conducted in prwate business organizations, the findings have
application to the public schools.

Evidence
Organizations are controlling structures. They are the means

of smoothly integrating diverse personal and collective behav-
iors and directing them toward a common goal. Idiosyndratic
behaviors are circumscribed to conform to the organization's
rationaltplan "Control," concludes Tanpenbaum, "is an inevi-
table correlate of organization

The power of control is a dazzling lure Though higher
',levels of tension, frustration, and sleeplessness' are often associ-
ated with the executive exercise of power, power itself is "often
understood as synonymous with prestige, status, social emi-
nence, or superiority." The connection between power and or-'

vganizational fidelity has often been noted, "The man who exer-
cises control gives more of himself to the organization. He is
likely to be mare i
of the organizati
general,, less satisfie

entified, more loyal, more active, on behalf
His powerless counterparts "are, in

with their work situations . . . and their
dissatisfaction often has the quality of apathy and disinvolve
ment" (Tannenbaum).

Control and job satisfactiori. The correlation between arc
employee's job satisfaction and his or her-irs/Vvement with
the decision-making processes of the 'organizaiien has been
demonstrated in a considerable volume of researchtt is clear,
Bachman and Tannenbaum conclude, Oat "individuals who
have relatively high control over their jobs are more satisfied



with their jobs than individuals with lower control." But they
also. note that not much is known about "how a given individual
may\ experience different degrees of satisfaction in different
aceas of activity as a function of differing amounts of control."
Not all aspects of .every job can be expected to provide equal
amounts:of satisfaction Can we be surethat what accounts for
employee setisfacuon is truly the level of personal control aver
decisionMAing? ,

To explore the sources of job satisfaction, Bachman and
Tannenbaum questioned workers about areas, of their lives
over which they exerted varying amounts of control..In one
study -they questiorTd a g-roup of clerks in an insurance corn-
ilany about the amoOnt d'f control they had over twerei office
systems These systems' included rules, procedures, suggestions,
arid discipline- policies covering such areas as "lunch," "plan-
ning," "training," "transfer," "error report," and "overtime."
They also asked the clerks to indicate their satisfaction with
each area For a period- folloWing the survey, the clerks were
given greater control in some areas while the control in other
areas was held constant.

Wheti researchers resurveyed the offite a year later, they
found the "greatest increases in satisfaction" occurred' "with
those systems providing thereatest increase in control." They
concludedthat the "over-all effect of the manipulation was to
increase substantially the degree of decision-making by the
clerks, with a ccirrespeonding increase in their ger-Isere! satisfac-
tion with the company and supervisory personnel."

- In a second study, Bachman and Tannenbaum surveyed
several hundred workers about aspects of their private lives,
work experiences, and "g,eral, political, social, and cultural
environment" The workers indicated their satisfaction (or
lack of it) with food prices, income tax, copular music; tele-
phone service, theirmost recent job, their personal health, and
thecity where they lived, among other things estimates of
the amount of, control the average worker had over these areas

.of life were provided by a panel of siticial scientists. In this case
as well, the wqrkers were most satisfied with those aspects of
their lives over which they had most control.

Reciprocal contraind mutual influence. Implications of the
above studies are ,clear. the wise supervisor will put as much
control into the hands of subordinates as is commensurate with
good management. Unfortunately, many administrators, operat-

-i -frig on thd assumption that power exists in fixed quantities,
believe that power passed-td subordinates is power lost. ,

'But Tannenbaum argues that the amount d control in an.,
,

organization can increase and that all' Members can share it..TO
illustrate in a practical way how control expands, Tannenbaum
comribres two hypothetical supervisors. The first is indifferent
to 'his workers: He ignores their suggestions and recommenda-
tions.ettatise of Ws treatment, his subordinates, sensing their ,

,,own. lack of influen with him, respond to his suggestion's and
deiffaritfSWith indif erencei

second Sup itor interacts with his workers and solicits
their opinions. They, in turn, are responsive to his requests.
Tannenbatim states, "To the extent that this may contributed

?"

O

to effective performanceand we have reason to believe that it
does if the supervisor also has influence vOith his manager,:the
group ittelf wiiL be more powerful or influential."

Tannenbaum cites a study by Likert, another contemporary
organizational theorist, that demonstrates how the total
amount of control in an organization can vary and how the in- ?
fluence of the employee is associated With that of the super-
visor Likert asked nonsupervtsory personnel in thirty-one. sepa-
rate departments of a large industrial service organization to
indicate hovy much influence the department. manager, the
supervisors, and the men,thernselves had over "what gpes on in
your department

Once the data werWected, the departments were divided
into Hee grotips according to their levels of productivity Em-,
ployees in the high-producing departments rated themselves as
having "more influence as a group" than did employees in the
two other groddg.°What is even more striking is that the workers
in these same high-producing departments gave higher ratings
of control to their managers and supervisors than workers in
the low-producing departments gave to theirs Likert and
Tannenbaum conclude that "influential workers do not imply
uninfluential supervisors or managers "

The phenomenon of reciprocal control and fluctuating
levels of power was further explored by Bachman,, Smith, and
Slesinger in their survey of salesmen ID thirty41444aihrola.effices
of a national firm They asked the salesmerl about the amount
of control they exerted as a group on office, policies and how
much control their office manager exerted. 'The skyey at-
tempted to verify the existence of mutual influence between
supervisors and salesmen and to damorlstrate that the differ-
ences in power were not merely individually percei41, but
were in fact objective qualities inherent in the office stuati

. The researchers sought to explore the relationship bet
satisfaction, influence, and managerial styles- Toward

Ikbey asked the salesmen to choose the best expla
"why they do the'things their supervisors suggest
to do"

A. "I admire him for his personal qualities, and want to act
in away that merits his respect and admiraiion."

B "I respect his competence and go'od judgment about
things with which he is more experienced than I"

C "He can give special help rd benefits to those
cooperate with him."

D. "He can apply pressure
cooperate with him:"

right, considering his position, to
gestions" wilt be carried out."

hese bases of power are referred to re-
expert, reward, coercive,'and legitimate

een

is end

ation for
r want them

who

or penalize those who do not

E. "He has a legitimat
expect that his s

(In research literature
spectively as_referen
,power) ' -

The findings,
ence isreciproc
manager over
frol they e
both sale

ike those of Likert's study, show that influ-
"The degreeof control exercised by anoffice

'is suberdinates wds positively related to the con-
rcise over him.." In the most productive offices

en and their office managers experienced high
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- levels of control. The study concludes that "the most effective
offices can be characterized by the following high total con-, .,
trol syndrome Thigh levels of interpersonal fontrol, and con--
MI over the office, by both manager and salesmen, relatively
greater reliance by the office manager on expert and referent
power . ; and high mean levels of performance and satisfac-
tion with the office manager."

Principal's base of power and influerice. Compared to an in-
surance, office,. the subordinate:supervisor relationship in the
public schools seems quite different. Hornstein and his co-

authors note that "except for some constraints with regard to
curricula, oteachers have almost complete freedom to organize
(heir work within their classrooms. Thus, in contrast to
organizational roles that have been studied in-the past, public
school, teaching is .charecterized by individual, independent
performance Do the above findings concerning control, satis-

faction, reciprocal influence( and bases of power also apply to
therelationship between principals and teachers?'

To find out, Hornstein 'and h.is Colleagues replicated the
BaChman, Smith, and Slesinger study in the public schools. In
their attempt to measure levels of control and influence, Horn-
stein and,his associates asked teachers the following questions

1 In general how much say or influence do you feel the.
principal of your school has on how your school is run?

2 In general, how 'much sey or influence do you feelthe
teachers a''a group have on how your school is run?

Answers to these questions yielded a measure of "total within-
building influence." Teachers were alsysked.

3..1n general, how much say or influence does the principal
of your school have witk ieachers-in your school when it
comes to activities and decisions that affect the perform-
ance of their classroom activities?

4. In genefal, how much say or influence do the teachers in
...

your school have on the principal when it comes to his
activities dnd decisions that affect the performance of
your school?'''

Answers to questions thre,e and four `yielded a measure of
"total interpersonal'ihfluence in the school. Answers to dues-
tions to and. four yielded a measure of total teacher influ-
ence, answers to qbestions one and thre yielded a value for
total principal influence. ' °

,
in addition, the researchers asked teachers to identify their

prinqipal's basil of powet,- A general measure of satisfaction
with the principal was also tater)?

Hornstein reports that, in accord with, earlier studies, he
influence between principals ancileackers is reciprodal. ',When -
teachers perceive their prirreipars:Ievellopf influence to be high,
they are likely to perceive thejr own level, of influence toe
relatively high." Levels of influence are related to satisfaction.
The greater the etotel influence for°,bo"th groups,, the "more
favorable is their [teachers') evaluation of the system and the.
greater is their satisfactioriwith the principal.C

The amount of inflirepce teachers attribute to principals is

associated with the base of power from, which the principal
operatds. Greaterplevels of principal' influence are associated
with a view of the principal as an expert:.

A study by Baldelson further explores trle,relationshir5, be-
. tween the principal's base of power,: teacilei satisfaction, and

the qUalities of schools associated with the different kinds of
principal power., Balderson asked 426 teachers in forty-one
elementary schools to select which' powerases they perceived-
their ,prihcipai employing: personal (same Ss refereVit in -

Liken's stlidy)05(peru reward, coercive, oaegitimate. ,

Batderson ''s*tenlatic differencerin-staff re.
sponses," that were relvied.,to.the power base's. -le noted that



teachers in a majority of the schools viewed the principals as
utilizing power based on expertise. The "reward" category was

(insignificant, perhaps, as Baldeoon suggests, bebause phricipals
have little to offer in they -.way' of inducements or because
teachers themselves find this metipd of operation repugnant.
Schools that rate the principal as using "expert" power receiVed
high scores for "teacher morale,,teach9satigaction with princi-
pal's performance, and the degree ip_which the principal
favored (1) teachers doing an effective job helping students
learn, (2)' teachers experimenting with new ideas and .tech-
piques, and (3) teachers suggesting ideas to improve the
school." Without exception, schools with ':coercive" principals
had the lowest scores on these measures.

Implications
An impressive array of research *Challenges the traditional

assumption that power in an organization 'exists in limited
quantities. In doing so, the research challenges as well some of
the traditional practices that have grown out of this "all-or-
none" law of power. For principals in particular, the research
points in some Interesting managerial directions.

Principals should take careful stock of the, level and distri-
bution of power in their schools. Their evaluation should con-
sider the answers to such questions as, Is the principal com-
fortable with the amount of-his own control over the school?
Is the control used effectively? Does the principal have influ-
ence with teachers? Do. teachers feel influential, and do they
evidence high satisfaction with their work? Does the school
function at a high level of efficiency and productivity?

If .the.answers to these questions point to 4ow le,vels of ipflu-
. ence and employee morale in the school, the principal might

well consider whether he has been overly cautious about parcel-
ing out power to the school" staff and even to students. Know-
ing that the power in an organization is not limited but is cap-
able of expansion, the principal will look.for ways to increase
the total amount of power for the benefit of the school.

Because power is reciprocal, an increase in the power of
teachers should lead to a corresponding increase in the power
Of the principal. Conversely, the principal who is stingy with
power also circumscribes his own power.

In his attempt to raise the levels of control and thus the
efficiency of his schOol, the principal is best aided if he is seen
as an impartial exp rt sensitive to the concerns of his protes-
sional .staff. Balder n notes that as teachers become more
specialiied, they are "less inclined to accept suggestions and
demands from people in hierarchically,suPerior positions un-
less. the suggestions and demands are seen to promote:more
bffedtive performance." It lies in the principal's interest to be
seen elan expert.

( Being viewed as a depoliticized expert does not imply pas-
...,

sivity or lack of.power. In Baldersone.s.data, expertise was posi-
tively associated with the frequency of attempted influence.

--Principals shotild not fear the sharing of power. Nor should
they-let afraid that higher levels of control will kill emploee,

', satisfactiod., In A paradoxical system where power and control
canArbvii,in 'nitwit ahuNance, the principal should not fear
being left:Neat the-POwer table.
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